
GOOD HISTORY EXTENDED ESSAY QUESTIONS

EE Research Questions - Class of Subject: History Question: How are the depictions of Marie Antoinette in politics and
portraiture significant to the French.

What is the impact of urban development on the bee population in X city? How is the empowerment of
Feminine portrayed in the Lord of the Rings? Psychology Is there an association between viewing violence on
television and the display of violent acts? Likely you will fail in your EE and the exam question won't even
turn up. The thing is that you have to do that through specifics. How does climate affect the growth of X
plant? ESS How does human influence impact an aquatic ecosystem? What is the effect of age and gender on
the photoreceptor cells in the human retina? What are the different factors that affect the iodine values in
cooking oils? Does brushing your teeth affect the pH in your mouth after eating? What is the impact of the
social context on Holden Caufield and Huckleberry Finn? It seems to me that all the first three questions are
more like something you would find in an IB exam, not in your EE. Can photosynthesis take place without
sunlight? Use these as a springboard to create your own research question! Is the relationship between
temperature and conductivity and insulators and conductors? How has X landfill site affected the surrounding
terrestrial ecosystem? How does the diameter of a wheel affect stability in different weather conditions? How
did the tax reform in country x affect its growth and development? March 23, originality is it merely an old
boring IB topic , scope is it too narrow or too broad to used in an EE , worthiness how interesting it is ,
popularity how common it is and finally - probably the hardest - the probability that it would be successful an
A grade. How can one organize a pollution check along a X canal in X? How effective are government
policies in reducing overconsumption of alcohol specifically hard liquor? What effect does the coating of
aspirin tablets have on the hydrolysis of aspirin? Writing 4, words about something you are interested in is a
big ask and it often feels impossible to narrow down your thoughts. Was the rise of Hitler inevitable or was it
forged out of chance and miscalculations? Share this post. The two are not the same thing. What is the
relationship between population density between X and population size of X? Compare the political rhetoric
as used in the inaugural addresses of George W. Does hand sanitizer, hand soap or antibacterial wipes have the
greatest ability to inhibit the growth of E. The first question is definitely too broad, and not framed in a way
that would allow for detailed enough analysis, and I am afraid that it would be a failure. What are the forest
and woodland restoration in Siberia, Russia and which one is most effective? What are the similarities and
differences between J. How does the sugar concentration affect the refractive index of water? The last one
does have some potential, but again might be too broad. I hope this gave you some great inspiration for the
variation of topics available for your Extended Essay. To what extent is war an accelerator of change in
history? What are the sources of error in calorimetry? Do wine bottles of different shapes behave as Helmholtz
resonators? The Versailles treaty might be doable, but I'd refine it more. No way you will be able to
sufficiently deal with a topic like that in words yes in an exam you might be able to provide an answer, but
this is different In fact, I think I will be repeating this for almost all of the questions. To what extent is
biodiversity being managed successfully at National Park X? The 4th question is again too broad.


